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Optically stimulated slowing of polar heavy-atom molecules with a constant beat phase
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Polar heavy-atom molecules have been well recognized as promising candidates for precision measurements
and tests of fundamental physics. A much slower molecular beam to increase the interaction time should lead to
a more sensitive measurement. Here we theoretically demonstrate the possibility of the stimulated longitudinal
slowing of heavy-atom molecules by the coherent optical bichromatic force with a constant beat phase. Taking
the YbF meolecule as an example, we show that a rapid and short-distance deceleration of heavy molecules by
a phase-compensation method is feasible with moderate conditions. A molecular beam of YbF with a forward
velocity of 120 m/s can be decelerated below 10 m/s within a distance of 3.5 cm and with a laser irradiance
for each traveling wave of 107.2 W/cm2 . Our proposed slowing method could be a promising approach to
break through the space constraint or the limited capture efficiency of molecules loadable into a magneto-optical
trap in traditional deceleration schemes, opening the possibility for a significant improvement of the precision
measurement sensitivity.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.97.043403
I. INTRODUCTION

Cold or ultracold molecules are playing an increasingly important role in diverse research areas of modern physics [1–4],
including quantum simulation [5] and information processing
[6,7], studies of ultracold collisions and controlled chemistry
[8–10], and precision measurements and tests of fundamental
physics [11,12]. Among these significant applications, polar
diatomics containing heavy elements are well recognized as
quite promising objects for the search of a break of inversion
symmetry (P ) and time-reversal invariance (T ), which would
indicate the presence of physics beyond the standard model
(SM) of particle physics that is of fundamental importance
[13]. For instance, measurements of the electron’s electric
dipole moment (eEDM) have been widely acknowledged as
a powerful tool in this search for physics beyond the SM
[14], since the SM and theories that extend the SM predict
quite different limits of the values of eEDM that should
be detectable using current experimental techniques [15].
Compared to atoms, polar heavy-atom molecules are generally
a more advantageous platform for the eEDM measurements
because of their stronger degree of polarization, which would
not only considerably increase the interaction strength with
the eEDM due to the internal electric field of a polar molecule
[16] but also suppress important systematic errors arising
from motional magnetic fields and geometric phases [17].
Therefore, a new generation of modern eEDM experiments
employing polar molecules has been implemented during the
past decade and has provided tighter constraints on the parameters of theories that extend the SM [18]. The first molecular
determination of the eEDM with YbF molecules obtained an
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upper limit on the eEDM of order of 10−28 e cm [19], and the
subsequent exploration with ThO molecules has improved it
to |de | < 8.7 × 10−29 e cm [18], which was then confirmed by
the experimental demonstration with trapped HfF+ ions[20].
Some other candidates for the EDM experiments, such as
HgF [21], PbF [22], PbO [23], and TlF [11], have also been
discussed or prepared in recent years for a further reduction
of the current limit, necessitating higher sensitivity and more
stringent rejection of systematic errors.
A more precise measurement of eEDM by minimizing the
statistical uncertainty in de requires a more favorable internal
effective electric field, E eff , in the molecule, more intense
sources of molecules with better state preparation, and a
further increase in the interaction time τ of molecules with
the applied fields, as is indicated in Ref. [12]. Improvement
of τ could be achieved by either extending the length of the
interaction region, or introducing a much slower and colder
molecular beam than the currently used molecular beams
produced by supersonic expansion or buffer gas cooling at
T ≈ 4 K which limited the τ ≈ 1 ms [18,19]. Increasing the
interaction length could lead to a considerable loss of the
number of detectable molecules due to the divergence of the
molecular beam, which could be effectively addressed with
transverse laser cooling. Recently, transverse Doppler and
sub-Doppler cooling of YbF molecules has been demonstrated
by Lim et al. and a feasible coherence time exceeding 150
ms was obtained by cooling the YbF beam below 100 μK
[24]. However, they also pointed out that the current molecular
beam from a cryogenic buffer gas source with a forward speed
of ∼160 m/s would still require a 24-m-long experiment to
make use of these ultracold molecules. In consideration of
the space constraint, it is worthwhile to explore a practical
and efficient method of longitudinally decelerating the heavy
molecules produced from an available beam source to a quite
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low speed, and it would be of more significance to slow the
molecular beam to the capture velocity of a three-dimensional
(3D) magneto-optical trap (MOT). By further reducing the
temperature of the molecules trapped in a MOT or launching
the captured molecules in a molecular fountain [12], a substantial improvement of the eEDM measurement sensitivity could
be realized.
The past few decades have witnessed a tremendous progress
in the techniques of deceleration of molecules, such as the
direct laser cooling and Stark decelerator [1–4,25]. Molecules
that are amenable to direct laser cooling are basically diatomics
with highly diagonal Franck-Condon factors (FCFs), which
would minimize the number of required repumping lasers
to form a quasicycling transition [26]. Recently, radiation
pressure beam slowing using white-light or chirped techniques
has been successfully applied to a few species, such as SrF
[27], CaF [28,29], YO [30], and the 2D or 3D MOT of the
three molecules have been realized [31–34]. Reviewing these
achievements, we would notice that the capture efficiency
of molecules from a beam into a MOT could be limited
by the rather long slowing distance because of the loss to
higher vibrational dark states and the transverse divergence
during the deceleration process. Radiation pressure force that
depends on the scattering rate can be significantly reduced
by the multiple sublevels and the Doppler shifts and hence
leads to the long slowing distance. Apparently, such situation
would be even worse for the heavy molecules used for the
precise measurements. Therefore, a deceleration mechanism
that is different from the radiation pressure one is required
to address these troubles. To date, some approaches that
extend the traditional Stark decelerator have been proposed
or demonstrated to decelerate the heavy polar molecules,
such as traveling-wave deceleration [35,36], alternate gradient (AG) focusing methods [37], and a electrostatic Stark
decelerator [38].
Different from the deceleration method above, the idea of
stimulated slowing may also open the door for an efficient and
short-distance deceleration of the heavy species. The concept
of stimulated slowing has been under extensive investigation
since the earliest proposals and experimental demonstrations
of the rectified dipole force imposed on atoms in the 1980s
[39]. The bichormatic force (BCF), which arises from the
rapid coherent sequence of absorption and stimulated emission
cycles, was then theoretically developed and experimentally
applied to the manipulation of several atom species [40,41].
Since 2011, Eyler et al. have actively promoted this field
forward on both theoretical and experimental frontiers, and
made great contributions to describe and examine the performances of BCF on molecules with more complicated structures
and internal degeneracies [42–44], from the phenomenological
analysis based on two-level models [42] to the quantitative
treatment for multilevel systems by means of the direct numerical solution for time-dependent density matrix [44]. By
numerical simulations, they showed that a cryogenic buffergas-cooled beam of CaF could be decelerated nearly to rest
without a repumping laser and within a longitudinal distance
of ∼1 cm. The similar work with MgF [45,46] also verified
the effectiveness of stimulated slowing of molecular beams.
More recently, Kozyryev et al. experimentally demonstrated
the transverse deflection of a cryogenic buffer-gas beam of

SrOH using the BCF [47], which should really indicate the
potentials of BCF to decelerate the diatomic and polyatomic
molecules for precision measurements or for trapping.
Here we theoretically demonstrate the stimulated longitudinal slowing of heavy-atom molecules by the coherent optical
bichromatic force, mainly focusing on the rapid and shortdistance deceleration method by keeping a relatively large
force exerted on the molecules during the slowing process.
On one hand, we will discuss the advantages in magnitude
and velocity capture range of decelerating heavy molecule
using BCF. On the other hand, we will illustrate the necessity
for maintaining a constant phase difference between the two
counterpropagating beat notes that form the bichromatic field
as the molecules are slowing down. The molecules can be
phase-stably slowed under a constant beat phase, which is
similar to the concept of longitudinal deceleration with a
synchronous phase angle in the electrostatic Stark decelerator
[48]. Taking the YbF molecule that is under exploration for the
eEDM measurements by the Hinds group [19,24] as an example, we will show that a cryogenic buffer-gas beam of YbF with
a forward velocity of 120 m/s can be decelerated below 10 m/s
within a distance of 3.5 cm and with a laser irradiance for each
traveling wave of 107.2 W/cm2 . An optional experimental
design for producing the bichromatic field and maintaining
a large BCF magnitude by a phase-difference compensation
method is proposed. The elimination of Zeeman dark states and
the need for a repumping laser to avoid premature loss of the
molecules to noncycling vibrational states are also discussed.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief
introduction to the BCF deceleration of heavy molecules with
a phase-difference compensation method, based on which one
optional experimental setup is proposed. Section III discusses
some details for treating the Zeeman or vibrational dark states
and shows the simulation results of the bichromatic slowing.
Section IV gives a conclusion to this work.

II. THEORY AND METHOD
A. BCF in two-level and multilevel systems

To date, various ways have been developed to explain the effects of bichromatic force on the motion of atoms or molecules,
such as the π -pulse model [49], dressed-atom picture [50],
and direct numerical solutions of the time-dependent density
matrix [44]. Among them, the description of the π pulse model
could provide us with a most intuitive picture of the interaction
mechanism between a bichromatic field (produced by a balanced counterpropagating pair of two-color cw laser beams)
and the two-level atoms with a resonance frequency of ω.
In a nutshell, each two-color beam with frequencies ω ± δ
(where δ is the bichromatic detuning from the atomic resonance
frequency ω) can be regarded as a beat note train, which can
become a series of π pulses if the laser power is properly tuned.
If the counterpropagating beat note trains are sequenced at a
proper relative phase, which is π/2 (or −π/2) for an optimal
condition, a large net force exerted on atoms can be produced,
due to the rapid alternating cycles of absorption and stimulated
emission. For example, a large directional deceleration arises
when photon absorptions are from the left-traveling beat
train and the subsequent emissions are stimulated by the
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right-traveling one. The directionality of the BCF can be easily
adjusted by changing the sign of the relative phase between the
beat note trains. Theoretical study, including π -pulse model
and dressed-atom treatments, indicates that the magnitude of
the force for a two-level system can reach h̄kδ/π with the
optimal relative phase of π/2, which is much larger than
the radiation pressure force with a maximum of h̄k/2 for
δ  . The Rabi frequency of each laser beam should be
chosen so that the area of each beat note pulse becomes π to
ensure a π -pulse condition,
and the optimal Rabi frequency for
√
each beam is  = 3/2δ. Besides the magnitude advantage
of BCF, the velocity capture range of BCF of δ/k is also
more favorable than that of radiative force, which would be
significantly reduced by the changing Doppler shift during the
deceleration process.
However, in a realistic multilevel system of molecule, there
are a few imperfections deriving primarily from the internal
splitting, degeneracy, and distant dark states, which lead to
the complexities in both theoretical study and experimental
conditions. While the dark states can be addressed by techniques of destabilization [51] or repumping, the variations
in transition strength and frequency shifts from level to level
would also cause the reduction of the optimal magnitude of the
force, that is, not all of the transitions among the multilevels
can be simultaneously driven at the optimal rate with the
same laser power and detuning. As there are no analytical
solutions to describe this process, a quantitative treatment in
multilevel systems by direct numerical solution for the timedependent density matrix in the rotating-wave approximation
proposed by Aldridge et al. should offer a satisfactory insight
towards the performance of the BCF on the molecules [44].
We would also adopt this treatment in our theoretical analysis
of stimulated slowing of heavy molecules if necessary. In
the treatment, the equations of motion of the density matrix
including spontaneous emission, given by
 
i
dρ
ρ̇ = − [H,ρ] +
,
(1)
h̄
dt sp
where H is the Hamiltonian including zero-field energies and
the interaction terms between the molecule and bichromatic
field, are numerically solved for a multilevel system with Nu
upper states and Nl lower states, and the BCFs for a series
of molecular velocities can be calculated by F = −Tr(ρ∇H ).
Different from the two-level model, there are multiple transitions associated with different Rabi amplitudes 0ul between
the lower-state manifold and the upper-state one, owing to the
different electric dipole couplings to the light field. To describe
the system more conveniently, a total Rabi frequency amplitude
tot can be introduced, which is defined as the quadrature sum
of the Rabi amplitudes between the Nl lower states and each
of the Nu upper states:

 Nl
 
2
tot
 =
0ui lj .
(2)
j

Investigations on the optimal laser irradiance indicated that like
the two-level model,
√ there was an optimal total Rabi frequency
amplitude tot = 3/2δ that yielded the most favorable force
and velocity capture range [44,46].
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B. Variation of the relative beat phase

Another major reduction of the magnitude of the BCF
can be caused by the variation of the relative phase of
the counterpropagating beat notes as the molecule situates
different positions during the deceleration process. Let us
reconsider the expression of the bichromatic field aligned along
the z axis formed by a balanced counterpropagating pair of
two-frequency laser beams with equal electric-field magnitude
E0 in all four components. The two components in each beam
are symmetrically detuned from a carrier frequency ω by δ,
which actually produce two trains of beam notes traveling in
opposite directions:
E(z,t) = E− + E+
= 2E0 cos(kz + ωt)cos(δt + ϕ/4)
+ 2E0 cos(kz − ωt)cos(δt − ϕ/4),

(3)

where E− , E+ denote the electric fields of left- and righttraveling beat note train, respectively, k is the wave vector,
and ϕ = 4δz/c is the phase difference between the counterpropagating beat note envelopes. In the approximation that
the slowing length is much smaller than the beat length, that
is, z  c/δ, the phase difference ϕ remains approximately
constant, as in the cases for CaF, MgF, which are light and
amenable to a very short-distance deceleration within ∼1 cm
[44,46]. However, this assumption is invalid for heavy-atom
molecules with a longer deceleration distance for bichromatic
longitudinal slowing, though the distance is still much shorter
than that for radiation pressure slowing, as we will see below.
Now we will take the YbF molecule as an example to illustrate the variation of the phase difference ϕ in the deceleration
process. This molecule has already been extensively studied
and well employed for the eEDM measurements [12,19], and
more recently, the one-dimensional sub-Doppler laser cooling
of a YbF molecule beam to 100 μK has been demonstrated
+
[24]. With the rotationally closed main transition X2 1/2
(v =
2


0,N = 1) ↔ A 1/2 (v = 0,J = 1/2) at 552 nm with a natural linewidth of  = 2π × 5.7 MHz [12], we calculated the
direct numerical solution of the time-dependent density matrix
in the rotating-wave approximation for a multilevel system
with a lower-state manifold of 12 levels (Zeeman sublevels
of the hyperfine structures characterized by F = 2, 1+ , 1− , 0)
and upper-state manifold of four levels (F = 1, 0). The relative
electric dipole transition matrix elements rij between states
|i and |j , which are defined in units of the total transition
band dipole transition moment, can be conveniently calculated
following the method in Ref. [52] with the J mixing.
Although a larger magnitude or a wider velocity capture
range of the BCF should theoretically be obtained with a
larger bichromatic detuning δ, we should consider the cost
of a laser power requirement that scales as δ 2 . Here we set
δ = 50, and it corresponds to an irradiance of each laser beam
of 107.2 W/cm2 when the system is√driven by the optimal
total Rabi frequency amplitude tot = 3/2δ. The total power
of the bichromatic field produced by four laser beams with
a diameter of 1 mm would be about 3.4 W to satisfy the
irradiance requirement, which is accessible with the modern
laser technologies such as the dye laser at this wave band. In
order to destabilize the Zeeman dark states of mF = ±2 within
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FIG. 1. The calculated relationships between the BCF exerted
on YbF molecules and molecular velocities under different phase
differences (ϕ) of the counterpropagating beat note envelopes from
90◦ to 170◦ . The inset shows the optimal BCF effects with ϕ =
π/2. All the numerical solutions are calculated based on the timedependent density matrix for 16 levels, with a 20-G magnetic field
with a skewed angle of 60◦ .

F = 2 of the ground states for a π -polarized laser beam, a
skewed static magnetic field with a magnitude of 20 G and
an angle of 60◦ is utilized in our calculation of the BCF. The
detuning of the carrier frequency ω of the four laser beams
from the transition center-of-mass of the system was set to be
−40 MHz.
The numerically calculated results for the BCF exerted
on YbF as a function of molecular longitudinal velocity are
presented in Fig. 1. The inset of Fig. 1 shows the optimal BCF effects with the optimal phase difference of the
counterpropagating beat note envelopes of ϕ = π/2. In this
optimized condition, we can see from the inset that the velocity
capture range of the BCF can still be approximated by v ≈
δ/k = 50/k, where /k = 3.15 m/s for YbF. The average
magnitude of BCF for molecules with near-zero velocities
is about 5.6h̄k/2. Again, the velocity capture range and
magnitude of BCF should indicate the superiority of stimulated
slowing over the radiative one. However, Fig. 1 also shows
how the velocity-dependent BCF varies under different phase
differences from 90◦ to 170◦ , corresponding to a molecular
traveling distance of ∼5 cm for YbF. Obviously the force
magnitude would decrease sharply as the molecular beam
travels such a short distance, which motivates us to the way of
compensating the variation of this phase difference to maintain
a large BCF magnitude while the heavy molecules are being
decelerated.
C. Proposed experimental design

As is well known, in Stark or optical decelerators, the phase
stability is essential for the polar molecules to be decelerated
under a synchronous phase angle [48]. Time-varying fields synchronized with the moving molecules are employed to phasestably decelerate the molecular beams, and the slowing process
in the decelerator can be viewed as slicing a bunch of molecules
with a narrow spatial distribution and velocity distribution
out of the incident molecular beam, and decelerating them
to arbitrarily low velocities [53,54]. The analogous concept
can be introduced into the stimulated slowing of heavy-atom
molecules that requires a relatively long deceleration distance.

FIG. 2. Proposed experimental design for producing Doppershifted bichromatic field, compensating the phase-difference changes,
and producing cryogenic molecular beam with a buffer gas beam
source. The expressions labeled within parentheses indicate the
laser frequencies after stabilization by some frequency-stabilization
method or modulation by the acousto-optic modulators.

The molecules can be slowed under a constant beat phase
difference by means of an optical phase compensation method
to keep a favorable force over the deceleration process.
According to the discussion above and the practicality of
producing both the bichromatic field and a precooled molecular
beam, one possible experimental design is proposed in Fig. 2.
The molecular beam can be a cryogenic buffer gas beam
emitted from a 4-K helium-filled cell, inside which the YbF
molecules are generated and precooled. After being well
collimated with a small aperture away from the cell, the beam
could eventually have a forward velocity of 100–200 m/s and
an rms transverse velocity spread vtrms < 2 m/s [55]. The
molecules will enter the bichromatic slowing region with a
length of d2 after passing through a free flight region with a
length of d1 , and are then probed with some necessary detection
techniques following the deceleration. A dc magnetic field with
an optimized magnitude and skewed angle relative to the laser
polarization is applied throughout the slowing region.
The bichromatic field originates from a single-mode laser
with a stabilized frequency tuned at ω − δ − kvc , where the
Doppler frequency shift of kvc /2π is added to center the
coverage of BCF at the velocity of vc to take full advantage
of its wide velocity capture range. An acousto-optic modulator
(AOM) operating at 2δ is employed to produce two frequencies
at ω ± δ − kvc , which are combined with a polarizing beam
splitter (PBS) and then split by a beam splitter (BS). One
beam passes through another AOM operating at 2kvc to
have a frequency of ω ± δ + kvc and become a blue-tuned
right-traveling beat note train, the other beam will serve as a
red-tuned one after an optical delay line to adjust the relative
beat phase [49]. Here the optical delay line is also the key
for compensating the variation of the beat phase difference
during the deceleration process. By synchronizing the position
of the delay line with the motion of molecules within a relative
short distance, a constant beat phase difference and thus a
large BCF can be maintained to effectively decelerate the
molecules. The delay line could be translated synchronously by
a motorized linear translation stage driven by stepper motors,
which is common in modern optical experiments. The required
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FIG. 3. (a) The changes of the velocities as a function of slowing distance for a constant beat phase difference within the slowing distance.
The center of the coverage of BCF is set at vc = 27/k = 85 m/s. (b) Velocities as a function of distance for a varying phase without phase
compensation. (c) The dependence of the average BCF near zero velocities on magnitude (B) and angle (θ) of a magnetic field to remix the
dark states for a π -polarized laser field. (d) The initial and final longitudinal velocity distributions with and without compensating the beat
phase difference. The Monte Carlo simulation results are obtained with the optimal parameters discussed in the text and the conditions of the
proposed experimental design in Fig. 2.

translation length of the delay line is moderate, which is only
half of the molecular slowing length.
III. SIMULATION OF BICHROMATIC SLOWING
A. Treatments for dark states

In this section, we will compare the bichromatic deceleration with and without compensating the varying relative
beat phase using Monte Carlo simulations. Before that, the
treatments for the dark states within transition manifold or the
distant incoherently coupled dark states should be considered,
which would otherwise cause the BCF to diminish rapidly
to zero. It is well known that the Zeeman dark states will
always exist in a system where the ground-state multiplicity
of degenerate projection quantum states m exceeds that of the
excited state by at least 2, regardless of the polarization of
the laser that couples the two manifolds [51]. Solutions to this
problem have been discussed in Refs. [44,46] for the BCF in
multilevel systems, in which two common schemes including
a skewed magnetic field and a rapid polarization switching are
investigated. Here for the bichromatic deceleration of YbF, we
will adopt the former scheme for the multiple transitions driven
by a π -polarized laser field, by applying a magnetic field with
a magnitude B and an angle θ relative to the light polarization
to remix the dark states. Using the optimal laser irradiance
discussed in Sec. II determined from the optimal total Rabi
frequency amplitude tot for δ = 50, the magnitude and

angle of the magnetic field was surveyed with the numerical
calculation for a 16-level system in order to find the optimum
parameters. The dependence of the average BCF near zero
velocities on B and θ is shown in Fig. 3(c), which indicates
an optimal B = 20 G and θ = 60◦ . With these parameters, the
resultant velocity-dependent force profile has been shown in
the inset of Fig. 1.
Whether to use a repumping laser to avoid premature loss
of the molecules to distant vibrational dark states has also
been discussed in previous publications [42,44,46], but what
we want to emphasize here is that for a heavy molecule
to be decelerated by BCF, there is almost no doubt that
the repumping laser should be added over the deceleration
process. Although molecules with favorable A − X (0 − 0)
Frank-Condon factors f00 which is typically larger than 0.9
are widely utilized for the laser slowing, they will be lost
out of the system in hundreds or even dozens of spontaneous
decay cycles without repumping lasers. The interaction time
between the molecule and the laser field will be limited by
tlim = [Pe (1 − f00 )]−1 where Pe is the average excited-state
population. A reasonable estimation of Pe ≈ 1/7 was verified
in early works [44,46] and also confirmed in our simulation
for YbF by averaging the calculated upper-state fraction.
Consequently we can estimate the tlim ≈ 2.7 μs for YbF with
f00 = 0.928 [12]. Obviously it is impossible to effectively
decelerate a heavy molecule within a moderate distance in such
a short time, as can be seen in the following discussion.
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B. Simulation results and discussion

To investigate the performance of the BCF slowing of YbF
under the optimal parameters for δ = 50 discussed above
including laser irradiance, magnetic field, and repumping light,
we first surveyed the deceleration effectiveness for molecules
with different initial velocities using the velocity-dependent
force illustrated in Fig. 1. Assuming that all the molecules
begin to be decelerated from the same position, the changes of
the velocities as a function of slowing distance are simulated.
With the center of the coverage of BCF at the velocity of vc =
27/k = 85 m/s, the simulation results are shown in Fig. 3(a)
for a constant beat phase difference within the slowing distance
and Fig. 3(b) for a varying one without a phase compensation
method. We can see from Fig. 3(a) that molecules with initial
velocities below 140 m/s could be decelerated to the same final
velocity of ∼5.7 m/s within a distance of 5 cm. This limiting
value of final velocity depends on the velocity capture range
of the BCF and the selected value of vc . After implementing
a series of simulations of bichromatic slowing with different
vc , we find that the molecules can be decelerated to the lowest
final velocity of 5.7 m/s with vc = 27/k. Without the phase
compensation, however, a 5-cm-long distance corresponding
to a relative beat phase change of ∼80◦ would lead to the
reduction of BCF that has been shown in Fig. 1. Consequently,
the deceleration of molecules yields a poor performance as
shown in Fig. 3(b).
We also carried out a Monte Carlo simulation with the optimal parameters used above and the conditions of the proposed
experimental design given in Sec. II. A buffer-gas precooled
and collimated molecular beam with a forward velocity of vf =
(120 ± 20) m/s flies freely for a distance of d1 = 5 cm before
being illuminated by the bichromatic field for a distance of d2 .
The initial and final longitudinal velocity distributions with
and without compensating beat phase difference are shown
in Fig. 3(d). A considerable fraction of the YbF molecules
can be slowed to a velocity of ∼5.7 m/s with a deceleration
efficiency of about 1.2% after passing through a BCF region
with d2 = 3.5 cm. Here we set d2 = 3.5 cm because there is a
compromise between the transverse divergence and the initial
velocities that can be decelerated, since Fig. 3(a) indicates that
a longer distance is required to decelerate a molecule with a
larger speed. The average time for the deceleration is ∼1.51
ms, much larger than the out-of-system decay time tlim , so
the rempumping lasers for addressing vibrational dark states
are indispensable. As discussed in Sec. II, the distance that
the optical delay line should be changed to compensate the
varying beat phase difference is just d2 /2 = 1.75 cm. The
deceleration result for a non-phase-compensating case is also
given in Fig. 3(d), where there are almost no molecules that
can be slowed below 10 m/s, as can be expected according to
the discussion above.
C. Further verification of BCF slowing

For further verification of the effectiveness of bichromatic slowing for heavy molecules with a constant relative
beat phase, we conducted similar numerical calculations and
simulations on the BaF molecule, which has also been regarded as a promising candidate for eEDM measurements
[56]. Considering the attainable laser power, we employed

TABLE I. Parameters and results in Monte Carlo simulations
of bichromatic slowing with a phase-difference compensation (P.C.)
method, assuming that the molecular beams to be decelerated have
an initial vf = (120 ± 20) m/s and a free-flight distance of d1 = 5
cm before being slowed. The lifetime of A2 1/2 , the Frank-Condon
factor, and the transition wavelength of A-X (0-0) of BaF molecule
are from Ref. [57].

Mass (amu)
Lifetime of A2 1/2 (ns)
Frank-Condon factor of A-X (0-0)
Wavelength of A-X (0-0) (nm)
Saturation irradiance Is (mW/cm2 )
Irradiance per beam (W/cm2 )
Magnetic-field magnitude (G)
Magnetic-field angle
Force near zero velocity (h̄k/2)
Velocity capture range (m/s)
Center velocity for Doppler shift (m/s)
Deceleration distance with P.C. (cm)
Average deceleration time with P.C. (ms)
Deceleration efficiency with P.C. (%)

YbF

BaF

192.1
28
0.928
552
4.42
107.2
20
60◦
5.6
158
85
3.5
1.51
1.2

156.3
56
0.9508
860
0.58
107.2
10
70◦
9.6
339
73
3.0
0.564
4.1

the identical laser irradiance as used in YbF’s case in the
simulation of stimulated slowing of BaF, which corresponds
to a bichromatic detuning of δ = 139 for this molecule.
The simulation results and the relevant parameters used in
the calculations are summarized in Table I, in which we
also list the counterparts of YbF for comparison. It can
be inferred from the table that the heavy molecules with a
smaller saturation irradiance, Is = π hc/(3λ3 ), and a larger
ratio of /k will yield larger magnitude and velocity capture
range of BCF, and thus can be decelerated more rapidly and
efficiently from a molecular beam with a higher initial forward
velocity.
IV. CONCLUSION

We have theoretically demonstrated the possibility of the
stimulated longitudinal slowing of heavy-atom molecules by
the coherent optical bichromatic force. Several highlights are
summarized below.
(1) Taking the YbF meolecule as an example, we show the
advantages in magnitude and velocity capture range of decelerating heavy molecules using BCF. Using an bichromatic
detuning of δ = 50 and an optimized dark-state-eliminating
magnetic field of 20 G and 60◦ , the velocity capture range of
the BCF can be 158 m/s and the average magnitude of BCF
with near-zero velocities can be 5.6h̄k/2.
(2) We explain the necessity and method for maintaining a
constant phase difference between the two counterpropagating
beat notes as the molecules are slowing down, and an optional
experimental design is proposed accordingly.
(3) We show that a rapid and short-distance deceleration
of heavy molecules by phase-compensation method can be
realized. A beam of YbF with a forward velocity of 120 m/s
can be decelerated below 10 m/s within a distance of 3.5 cm
and with a laser irradiance of 107.2 W/cm2 , which is attainable
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with modern lasers. By comparing the simulation results of
YbF with those of BaF, we conclude that the molecules with
a smaller saturation irradiance and a larger ratio of /k are
amenable to a more rapid and efficient stimulated slowing.
In conclusion, the stimulated longitudinal slowing of
heavy-atom molecules could be a promising approach to
break through the space constraint or the limited capture
efficiency of molecules loadable into a MOT in traditional
molecular deceleration schemes. The prospects of decelerating
a large fraction of molecules to the capture velocity of a 3D
MOT will pave the way for a significant improvement of the
precision measurement sensitivity by further reducing the

temperature of the molecules or launching them in a molecular
fountain [12].
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